Mahaney and others have shown that sparse self-reducible sets have time-efficient algorithms, and have concluded that it is unlikely that NP has sparse complete sets. Mahaney's work, intuition, and a 1978 conjecture of Hartmanis notwithstanding, nothing has been known about the density of complete sets for feasible classes untii now. This paper shows that sparse self-reducible sets have space.efficient algorithms, and in many cases, even have time-space, efficient algorithms. We conclude that NL, NC ~:, AC k, LOG(DCFL), LOG(CFL), and P lack complete (or even Turing-hard) sets of low density unless implausible complexity class inclusions hold. In particular, if NL (respectively P, 3k, or NP) has a po!ylog=sparse togspace-hard set, -then NL C SC (respectively P C_ SC, .3k C_ SC, or PH C SC), and if P has subpolynomial!y sparse logspace-hard sets, then P :~ PSPACE. Subject classifications. 68Q15, 03D15.
Introduction
Complete sets are the quintessences of their complexity classes; by st;udying them, we seek answers to the fundamental complexity-theoretic questions about the classes for which they are complete. Thus, during the last fifteen years, a broad and intense research effort has explored the properties~isomorphism, equivalence, self-reducibility, etc.--of the complete sets for most familiar complexity classes. One question on which particularly striking progress has been made is whether or not complete sets must be dense.
The progress has been made along two lines. The first line seeks to show that if certain complexity classes have sparse complete sets, then nonintuitive class relationships foilowi Berman originated this line by showing that if NP has comput complexity 4 (1994) Space efficient recognition 263 <K-hard set over a single letter alphabet, then P = NP [5] . A series of results extended Berman's claim to the more general notion of sparse sets (see [27, 28, 16] for surveys of the complexity-theoretic importance of sparse sets). DEFINITION 1.1.
1. For any set S, the (exact) density function for S is defined as densitys(n) = IIS ('l E<-nll, where E <-~ indicates the strings of length at most n.
2. S is f(n)-sparse if densitys(n ) <_ f(n). In the literature, "sparse" is often used to mean nO(1)-sparse. However, the present paper, like other earlier papers [14, 1] , discusses various degrees of sparseness. Thus, we will always explicitly specify the sparseness bound.
3. Throughout the paper, we will use <_f to denote the various standard types of logspace reductions [21] and <_P~ to denote the various standard types of polynomial-time reductions [22] . Particular values that r will take on include rn (many-one), btt (5ounded truth-table), tt (truth-table), and T (Turing).
THEOREM 2.2 Ira set A is logspace self-reducible and A is logspace-Turingreducible co some set S, then A E DSPACE[densitYs(p(n))logn] for some polynomial p(.). (Throughout the paper all logarithms are base 2. ) From this. we conclude that P is unlikely to have _<L-complete (or even _<L-hard) sets that are less than polynomially sparse, that NC k is unlikely to have <~.-hard sets that are less than (log k-1 n)-sparse, and so on.
Intuitively, these results are of the form: "'self-reducibility plus sparseness yields space-efficient algorithms." This stands in contrast with the earlier work stretching from Berman through Ogihara and Watanabe, which may be characterized as showing: "'self-reducibility plus sparseness yields time-efficient algorithms." However. those time-efficient algorithms are P algorithms, and our paper deals with sets that are already in polynomial time; thus. proving such time efficiency m vacuous, but implications yielding space-efficiency results are indeed surprising Another vein of research with which our results should be contrasted is the recent work of Longpr5 and Selman [24] and Lozano and Torgn [25] (see comput complexity 4 (1994) Space efficient recognition 265
also Ko and SchSning [20] ) showing that self-reducibility plus sparseness yields membership in SchSning's low hierarchy [34] . Like Mahaney's work, but unlike ours, their results are meaningful only for complex sets; sets in P are trivially in the low hierarchy. Our proof technique is quite different from those of all preceding related papers. Hartmanis's methods ( [13] , Section 4) fail critically for NL, P, etc., as his methods require a single NL, P, etc., machine to diagonalize against all logspace reductions. The techniques of Berman [5] and his successors are nearer the mark. Indeed, we proved an ancestor of our main theorem via modifications of such techniques. However, not only were the modifications rather complex, but the results obtained were far weaker; the problems center around the fact that one asks a sublinear-space machine to prune a self-reduction tree that is vastly beyond its ability to store.
In contrast, the proof technique we introduce and develop here--inductive checkint~-lets DSPACE do what it does best: sequentially investigating possibilities (making essential use of both the sparseness and self-reducibility hypotheses). Both intuitive and formal descriptions of the proof are included in the results section. In addition, Section 2 makes a related observation. Intuitively, if P has sparse _<i-hard sets, then many instances of a P problem should be individually solvable in small nonuniform space; we verify that this is so.
We have mentioned that Mahaney's result is concerned with time efficiency, while the results of Section 2 focus on space efficiency. Is it possible to simultaneously achieve both time and space efficiency? Sections 3 and 4 address this question by proving that one can accept sparse self-reducible sets via nondeterministic and deterministic algorithms that are simultaneously time-efficient and space-efficient.
In particular, Section 3 is concerned with nondeterministic time-spaceefficient algorithms, and notes that Theorem 2.2 is in fact a special case of a general time-versus-nondeterminism tradeoff for sparse self-reducible sets. This is of particular interest, as it is not known in general whether one can trade time for nondeterminism. However, the algorithm underlying Theorem 2.2 is of such a form as to allow this tradeoff; the algorithm's outer loop seeks a certain computational structure that the code inside the loop certifies and uses. One consequence of our tradeoff is that sparse self-reducible sets can be accepted in a very small amount of time on nondeterministic Turing machines that make few nondeterministic moves and use no more space than the deterministic algorithm of Theorem 2.2; this bears upon the open question of whether NC is contained in NSC, nondeterministic Steve's Class.
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Finally, Section 4 studies acceptance of sparse self-reducible sets via deterministic aIgorithms that are simultaneously time-efficient and space-efficient. For certain reductions of core importance--many-one reductions, conjunctive reductions, etc.--we strengthen Theorem 2.2 to achieve time-space efficiency. In particular, Section 4.1 shows that: THEOREM 4.2 Suppose that S is a set satisfying densitys(n ) :-; O(q(n)) for some polynomial q(.), and suppose that L is a logspace seIf-reducible set that is <L-reducible to S. Then L c DTISP[p(n), densitys(p(n)) . log hi, for some polynomiaI p(. [19] is the class of sets accepted by nondeterministic polynomialtime Turing machines that on inputs of size n use at most O(log k n) bits of nondeterminism. _.<hard set; then PH C SC~ 7. ff NP has a polylog-sparse <L Section 4.2, which is more technical than the other sections, proves that one can also obtain containments in DTISP[poly, poly(density s (poly (n))], and thus obtain containments in SC, for various other cases--l-tt reductions, 2-tt reductions, conjunctive-tt reductions, and disjunctive-btt reductions. The 2-tt algorithm involves adding a novel list-compression scheme to the methods of Section 4.1.
Deterministic
Space-Efficient Algorithms for Sparse Self-Reducible Sets
Self-reducibility---the ability to test "x E A?" via queries to certain strings in A other than x~has played a central role in the development of complexity theory [18] . The most common notion of self-reducibility--p01ynomial-time Turing self-reducibility is superfluous for classes at or below po!ynomial time.
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So that he and other researchers might be able to study the self-reducibility properties of low-complexity classes, Balcizar defined logspace self-reducibility. The perspicacity of Balc/Lzar's intuition that logspace self-reducibility is a powerful tool in studying low-complexity classes is in part certified by the present paper. Our main result is that every logspace self-reducible sparse set of low density is space-efficiently recognizable.
THEOREM 2.2. /f a set A is logspace self-reducible and A is logspace-Turingreducible to some set S, then A E DSPACE[densitys(p(n))
. logn] for some polynomial p(.).
The intuitive flavor of the proof is as follows. Ideally, we would like our DSPACE algorithm to find some set more dense than S and check that it agrees with the self-reducibility structure of A, and with the A-hardness of S. However, given only densitys(p(n)), log n space, the DSPACE algorithm (in all cases of interest) does not have enough space to store even a single string from the posited set. Thus, we propose a scheme that allows us to store compressed versions of the names of certain strings in the posited set--perhaps not all strings of the lengths we are interested in, but certainly all strings needed to check the self-reducibility structure of our set. Our compact representation, though used to check the self-reducibility structure, is itself crucially dependent upon that structure. We will sequentially test every possible compressed set until we find one that "works." By "working," we mean that the compressed set agrees with the self-reduction tree implicitly generated by the current input (obtained by repeatedly applying the self-reduction scheme), and with the mappings from this tree to the posited set. We will cheek this by sequentially working our way back from sub(z, 01~ towards x, verifying for each string, under the assumption that all smaller strings are correctly reduced to the currently posited set, the correctness of the self-reduction and the map to the 1. g(x) = Yt#"" r (m >_ 1), and 2. x e A -: )-e(x, XB(Yl), ..., XB(Y,~)) = 1.
We simply say that (9, e ) accepts x relative to B ire(x, XB(yl), oo. , ;KB(Y~)) = ! in 2 above.
LEMMA 2.4. [21] For
any sets A and B, A <L B if and only irA <_[Z B.
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.2 Note that the theorem makes no assumptions about the computability of densitys(. ). In fact, we will merely show that If A is logspace self-reducible and is <L-reducible to an f(n)-sparse set, then A E DSPACE[f(p(n)). log n] for some polynomial p(.).
However, note that if we prove this claim, the stronger claim of the theorem follows from this (and Lemma 2.4). This is so via a standard trick for removing such bounds. Though we don't know density(p(n)), we can run the algorithm below "assuming" first that the f(p(n)) of the algorithm is 1 (that is, we choose the set C to have at most one string), and then, if that did not produce a successful set C, we can successively run the algorithm below a~su_mmg that the f(p(n)) of the algorithm is 2, 3, 4, etc. Note that this process will certainly succeed no later than the point at which our assumption for f(p(n)) happens to have reached the actual value of densitys(p(n)).
Suppose A is logspace self-reducible and is <_L-reducible to an f(n)-sparse set S. Let M be an s,restricted machine witnessing the self-reducibility of A. Throughout this proof, let x be an input to M and n its length, Let (9, e) be a _<L-reduction from A to S. Then we want to design a deterministic machine that accepts A in space o(Z(p(n)) logn) for some polynomial p(-). In order to do this, we define some notions and notations.
Let t(.) be a polynomial bounding the number of query strings generated by g; that is, if g(x) = Y14PY2~"" ~Ym, then m <: t(n). Let Wx = {w i ]wl = logn and sub(x, w) is lexicographically less than or equal to x}. For any positive integer m, let [m] = {1,...,m}. For any" w e W~ and j C [t(n)],we define Qx(w,j) {y} if the jth query string generated in 9(sub(x:,w)) is y, and comput complexity 4 (1994)
Space efficient recognition 269 Q~(w,j) = r otherwise. We extend this notation to any set C _C Wx • [t(n)]: Qx(C) = U (~,j)ec Q~(w,j). We observe the following fact.
FACT 1. There is a set C C_ W~ x [t(n)] such that Q~(C) c_ S and for every w in %, (g, e) accepts sub(x, w) relative to Q (C) (g, e) accepts sub(x, w) relative to S iK sub(x, w) E A. PROOF. We can find a set C C_ W~ x [t(n)] so that Q~(C) = Q~(W~x [t(n)])NS.
Clearly, this set C satisfies the conditions above.
[] Below, we say that a set C C W~ x [t(n)] is consistent with S for x if for every w in W~, (g, e) accepts sub(x, w) relative to Q~(C) iff (g, e) accepts sub(z, w) relative to S.
Let p(.) be a polynomial such that for every w in Wx, the. maximum length of query strings generated by g(sub(x, w)) is bounded above by p(n). Then it is clear that the number of strings in Q~(W~ x [t(n)]) n s is bounded above by f(p(n)). Hence, we have the following fact. has at most f(p(n) ) elements.
The machine that we want to describe is based on Fact 1 and Fact 2, and intuitively operates in the following manner. Given x, the machine enumerates the sets C C_ 14~ • It(n)] that have at most f(p(n)) elements. For each C, it checks whether C is consistent with S for x. This check is done inductively from the lexicographically least string in W~. toward the largest string in W~, by simulating (g,e) relative to Q~(C) and simulating M. The check is easy for the least string in W~. After succeeding at the check for the ith string, the machine proceeds to the check for the (i + 1)st string. In this check, the machine simulates (g, e) once again relative to Qx(C) on the strings less than the (i + 1)st string if those strings are queried by M on the (i + 1)st string. Now we describe the machine N working on input a, based on the above intuition.
ACTION OF MACHINE N ON INPUT x.
Let Wl, w2,..., w,~ be the lexicographical list of strings in W~.
For each C _C W~ x [t(n)] such that II C II_< f(p(n)), N checks (2.1) below until it finds a set C for which that condition is satisfied.
(2.1) For each w E {Wl, w2, ..., Wm} in turn, N simulates (g, e) on sub (x, w) relative to Q~(C) and checks whether sub(x,w) E A iff (g,e) accepts sub(z, w) relative to Q~(C), in the following manner:
Hemaspaandra, Ogihara & Toda comput complexity 4 (1994) (a) (b) If w = wl, then N simulates M on input sub(x, w) and simulates (g,e) on sub(x,w) relative to Q,(C). If both simulations have the same outcome, then N proceeds to the check for the next string w2; otherwise, it proceeds to the next set C.
If w r wl, then N simulates (g,e) on input sub(x, w) relative to Q~(C) and gets the outcome--namely, whether Q~(C) asserts (possibly incorrectly) ~hat sub(x, w) C A. After that, N begins to simulate M on input sub(z, w). Each time that M querms some string sub(x, v), N simulates (g, e) on sub(x, v) relative to Q,(C), and N continues the simulation of M from the "yes" configuration or the "no" configuration according to the outcome of (9, e) on sub (z, v) relative to Q~ (C). When M completes, if its outcome is the same as (g, e)'s outcome above, then N goes m the check for the next string in W~ (i.e., continues our "for w E ..." loop); otherwise, it proceeds to the next set C.
After succeeding at the above process for some seC C, N simulat~es (9, e) on input x relative to Q~(C). If (g, e) accepts x relative to Qx(C), then N accepts z; otherwise, it rejects x.
It is easy to see that all elements in W~ x [t(n)] can be encoded into binary strings of length O(logn). Hence, N uses at most O(f(p(n)). log n) work space in order to store the sets C. To see that all computations can be done in space logarithmic in n (except for storing the sets C), the most crucial point is how to simulate (9, e) on an input sub(x, u) relative to Q,(C) in the above machine N. This can be done as follows.
SIMULATION OF (g, e) ON sub(z, u) RELATIVE TO Q~e(C).
Each time that the machine N has to simulate (g, e) on sub(z, u) relative to Q~(C), N begins to simulate e. When e needs to read the oracle answer for the ith query string generated by g(sub(x, u)), N does the following:
!. N computes Qx(w,j), one after another, for each (w,3) ~ C.
2. N simultaneously computes the ith query string, say z, generated by 9(sub(x, u)).
3. N compares each Q~(w,j) with z bit by bit in the computations (1) and (2) above.
Space efficient recognition 271 4. If Q~(w,j) = z for some (w,j) e C, then N knows the oracle answer is "yes"; otherwise, it knows the oracle answer is '~no."
N simulates e in the above manner until e halts.
It is not difficult to see that the above simulation uses only logarithmic space except for storing the set C.
It remains to show that the machine works correctly. From Fact 1, there is a set C _C Wx x It(n)] that is consistent with S for x; that is, for every w in Wx,
can observe that N successfully completes the process (2.1). This observation is seen by induction on w~,i = 1,..., m. For wl, it is clear that N correctly finds in (a) that M on sub(x, wl) enters an accepting state iff sub(x, wl) is in A iff (g, e) accepts sub(z, w~) relative to Q~(C). Thus N proceeds to the check for the next string, w2. Assume that for some i > 1, N finds that for each wj, 1 < j < i, (g, e) accepts sub(x, ws) relative to Q~(C) iff M on sub(x, ws) enters an accepting state iff sub(x, wj) C A. Then we inductively see that the simulation of M on sub(x, wg) gives us the same outcome as M s on sub(z, wi); hence, M enters an accepting state in that simulation iff sub(z, "wi) E A. From the consistency of C with S for z, sub(z, wi) C A iff (g, e) accepts sub(z, wi) relative to Qx(C). Hence N correctly finds in (2.1) that M on sub(x, wi) enters an accepting state iff (g, e) accepts sub(x, w~) relative to Q~(C), and it goes to the check for the string W/+l. Thus, N successfully completes the computations in (2.1). From the consistency of C with S for x, it follows that N accepts x iff z E A. c~ Theorem 2.2 yields corollaries about classes of core interest in complexity theory. Following standard conventions, we use NC k to denote the class of sets recognized by logspace-uniform bounded fan-in circuits that are polynomial size and O(log k n) depth-bounded, simultaneously [32, 30] . LOG(DCFL) and LOG(CFL) are the classes of languages logspace many-one reducible to, respectively, deterministic context-free languages and context-free languages [35] . Corollary 2.8 will state that all these classes lack low-density <-L-hard sets unless implausible class inclusions hold. However, we first need three preparatory lemmas.
LEMMA 2.5. [3]
1. There is a <-L,-complete set for P that is logspace self-reducible. There is a <L-complete set for NL that is Iogspace self-reducible.
2. There is a <_)<complete set for LOG(DCFL) that is 1ogspace selfreducible. There is a _~-complete set for LOG(CFL) ~ha~ is logspace self-reducibIe.
We would like a similar lemma for NC k and AC ~. For this purpose, we observe that refinements of the Shallow Circuit Value problem mentioned in [32] are [ogspace self-reducible and complete for NC k. for k > 2. For each k > 2. the Shallow Circuit Value Problem of depth bound k (SCVPk for short, is defined to be the set of four-tuples (o~,g,z, 1 t) such that: (1) c~ is an encoding of a fan-in two circuit with lxl input gates, size t. and depth log k t. (2) 9 is a gate of ct, and (3) the circuit on input x evaluates to one at the root gate. Then we easily see that for each k >_ 2, SCVPk is in NC k. using the characterization of NC k in terms of alternating Turing machines in [32] and the fa~.t that SCVPk is <q-hard for NC k using the logspace uniformity of NC k, Furthermore, we can show. as in Proposition 9 of [3], that each SCVPk is logspace self-reducible. Thus we have the following lemma.
We can obtain the same result for AC k as the above lemma. The proof is quite similar, and so is omitted.
LEMMA 2.7. For each Ic >_ !, there exists a <_)~-comple~e se~ !br AC ~ that is logspace seIs From Theorem 2.2, Lemmas 2.5, 2.6, and 2.7, and the fact that U k>0 DSPACE[h(nk) ~ log n] is closed downwards under _<~. for any ,~, we immediately obtain the following result. For which sparseness bounds f(n) is the above corollary meaningful? We discuss each class in turn, and also provide some examples.
NL
The best known DSPACE containment of NL is that of Savitch's Theorem: NL is included in DSPACE[tog 2 n] [ The best known space containment for CFLs is DSPACE[log2n], and this is also the best known containment for DCFLs [23, 7] . It follows that LOG(DCFL) and LOG(CFL) sets can be recognized in DSPACE[log 2 n]. Thus, the corollary is trivial for f(n) at least g2(log n). For smaller f(n), Corollary 2.8 implies surprising relationships that would improve the results of [23, 7] .
For k > 2, NC k C_ DSPACE[log ~ n] [6] . Thus, for k _> 2, Corollary 2.8 is trivial for f(n) at least 9.(log ~-1 n). For smaller f(n), Corollary 2.8 implies surprising relationships that would improve Borodin's results. For example:
AC ~
For k >_ 1, it is known that AC ~ _C DSPACE[log k+l n] ( [11] , p. 12). Thus, for k _> 1, Corollary 2.8 is trivial for f(n) at least f~(log k n). For smaller f(n), Corollary 2.8 implies surprising relationships that would improve the above inclusion. For example: COROLLARY 2.11. For each k > 1, ifAC k has a (logk-1 n)-sparse _<Lhard set, then AC k _C DSPACE[log k hi.
P
Corollary 2.8 is trivial for f(n) at least n t/j, for some j. For smaller f(n), Corollary 2.8 implies surprising relationships. For example:
Jos~ Balcizar has noted that from the above corollary and the deterministic space hierarchy theorem [15] , the following result holds.
COROLLARY 2:13. /f P has subpolynomially sparse <_L-hard sets, then P r PSPACE.
We note that this does not follow from Hartmanis's [13] from Watanabe's [37] work on densities, as that work ;~ppiies only to extraordinary sparse densities in the <_L case.
Theorem 2.2 and its corollaries don't apply to the case of ,~zO0)-sparseness. We make a brief observation that does apply to this case. It is well known that P/poly is in fact {CIC <_P S, for some sparse set S} ~ i' tattr outed to A. Meyer in [4]). Analogously, we note that A EL/poly holds iff .4 E {C!C <_L S, for some sparse set S}, and thus it holds that if P has a polynomia!ly sparse <L-hard set, then P C_ L/poly: Heribert Vollmer has noted that from this, the cIaim below follows. COROLLARY 2.14. if P has polynomialiy sparse <_L-hard sets, the~ P/poly equals L/poly.
Nondeterministic Time-Space-Efficient Algorithms for Sparse Self-Reducible Sets
Implicit in the proof of Theorem 2.2 is a more general result. DEFINITION 3.1.
[8] NTISP[t(n), s(n)] is the class of languages accepted by some nonde-
terministic Turing machine that runs in time O( t(n) ) and space O(s(n)).
In particular, we define NSC--the nondeterministic version of SC--as NTISP[n O(1), log O(1) n] (see [9] for a discussion of the related unambiguous version of SC).
NTtSPNO[t(n), s(n), v(n)] is the class of languages accepted by some Turing machine that runs in time O(t(n)), space O(s(~)i)), and has at most O(v(n)) nondeterministic computation steps on any computation path.
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose that f (n) is a logspace-computable function, and suppose that a set A is logspace-self-reducible and is <_~-redudble to an f (n)-sparse set. Then for some polynomial p(.), and for any iogspace-compufable function r(-), 0 <_ r(n) < f(p(n)), logn, A E NTISPNO[2 f(p(n))''~ 9 p(n). f(p(n)), f(p(n)). 10gn, r(n)].
(Simultaneous time 2 f(p("))l~ . p(n) 9 f(p(n)) and space ~ {p[n)) 9 log n computability would in fact suffice.) comput complexity 4 (1994)
Space efficient recognition 275 COROLLARY 3.3. Suppose A is logspace-self-reducible and is <_L-reducible to a set S. Then fox some polynomial p(.),
where d = density s(p(n) ).
While it is not known in general whether one can trade time for nondeterminism, it is possible in the case of the algorithm of the proof of Theorem 2.2, since the algorithm is essentially a loop looking for a certain computational structure that, when found, is explicitly certified in the body of the loop.
From Theorem 3.2, at one extreme (r(n) = 0) we get Theorem 2.2. At the other extreme (r(n) --f(p(n)), logn) we get Corollary 3.3. For intermediate r(n), we get a smooth tradeoff between time and nondeterminism. In summary, though it is not known that one can in general trade time for nondeterminism, in the specific case of self-reducible sets that reduce to sparse sets one can make this tradeoff.
Note that, unlike Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 3.3, Theorem 3.2 merely makes its claim relative to some Iogspace-computable upper bound on the actual density function. It is not clear that for Theorem 3.2, one can eliminate this requirement without weakening the bounds in the theorem. Nonetheless, for the case of Corollary 3.3, one does not need any such requirement. Note that the "f(n) = 1, 2, 3, 4, -.." trick of Theorem 2.2 will not work for Corollary 3.3, as such a trick increases the nondeterminism too much. Instead, to remove the computability requirement, we modify the trick so that our nondeterministic algorithm (within each nondeterministic path) tries the assumption, for f(p(n)), of 1, then of 2, then of 4, then of 8, etc. The time cost of doing this is painlessly absorbed in the flexibility polynomial, and the nondeterminism of the whole procedure is at most (logn)(1 + 2 + 4 +... + a), where a is at most 2. densitys(p(n)) , and thus the nondeterminism is O(den3itys(p(n)). log n).
A sample application of Corollary 3.3 is the following: if NC has a polylogsparse <~.-hard set, then NC C NSC. Similarly, it follows that if NC ~ has a polylog-sparse _<L-hard set, then NC k C_ NSC. Even if the degree of the polylog-density of such an NCk-hard set is greater than k -1 this is still of interest, because it is not known whether NC k is included in NSC (note that the results of Section 2 would not yield interesting results under this particular assumption). We can also apply Corollary 3.3 to AC and obtain a similar observation. For example, if AC has a polylog-sparse _<L-hard set, then AC is included in NSC.
It is easy to see that LOG(CFL) C NSC (this was pointed out to the authors by Eric Allender), and obviously NL C NSC. Thus we had best not make comput complexity 4 (1994) similar claims for LOG(CFL) and NL. Nonetheless, the corollary still gives us non-trivial results about these classes: If NL (respectively LOG(CFL)) has a polylog-sparse <_L-hard set, then NL C_ NTISPNO[nO(!),logO(~),logO(1) 1 (respectively LOG(CFL) _C NTISPNO[nO(1),logO(1),logO(ll]); that is, we can save a great amount of nondeterminism in recognizing sets in NL and LOG(CFL) without a sharp increase in space or time.
Deterministic Time-Space-Efficient
Algorithms for Sparse Self-Reducible Sets 4.1. Many-One Reductions. For the special case of many-one reductions, the following result strengthens Theorem 2.2 by achieving the same spacebound and simultaneously keeping the time very small. THEOREM 4.2. Suppose that S is a set satisfying densitys(n ) = O(q(n)) for some polynomial q(.), and suppose that L is a iogspace self-reducibIe set that is <_L-reducible to S. Then L E DTISP[p(n), densitys(P(n)) . logn], for some polynomial p(.).
PROOF. Let g be a _<L-reduction of A to S and let M be an s~restricted machine witnessing the self-reducibility of A. For a string z, we define Wx to be {w I log Ixl = twt and sub(x, w) is lexicographically less than or equat to x}. For each C C_ Wx, we define Qx(C) = {g(sub(x, w))I w • C}. Then we may define the following machine N working on a given input x: 0. Let wl, w2, ..., wm be the lexicographical enumeration oI eLments in w~.
1. N sets C to the empty set. Steps (2a)-(2b) and (3) can be done in logarithmic space in Ix! except for storing the set C, and thus take polynomial time in Ixl; furthermore, the number of times the loop runs is trivially bounded above by a polynomial in Ixl. Thus N runs in polynomial time. Clearly, the size of C is at most densitys(p(Ixl) ) for some polynomial p(.) and all strings in C are of length log izl. Hence the space bound of N is O (densitys(p(n) ). logn).
[] From Theorem 4.2, Lemmas 2.5, 2.6, and 2.7, and the fact that U k>0 DTISP ~voly, h(n k) .loan] is closed downwards under <_L for any h, we immediately obtain the following result. SC is the class of sets acceptable in simultaneous polynomial time and polylog space [10, 32, 11] . As an immediate consequence of the above results, we see that if certain classes have polylog-sparse complete sets, then they are contained in SC. 1 If NL has a polylog-sparse <L 9 _,~-hard set, then NL C SC.
2. If LOG(CFL) has a polylog-sparse <L _m-hard set, then LOG(CFL) G SC. 
IfNC k k > 2, has a polylog-sparse <L

PROOF.
The above results, except the last two, are immediate from Theorem 4.2 and the iemmas of Section 2. The last parts follow from the result of Mahaney [26] , The sixth result can be seen as follows. Suppose that ~3k has a <L-hard set that is polylog sparse. Since P C_ /3k, from (5)of this corollary, we have P = SC. So, it suffices to show that P = /3k. LetA be a set whose membership in/3k is witnessed by a nondeterministic polynomial- Moreover, B satisfies the requirement for left sets in [29] ; that is, for every x~ y, and z with y < z and ]Yl = Izi = c. (log k Ixl), (x,y) E B implies (x,z) EB. Ogihara and Watanabe [29] have shown that every left set in NP that is -<gureducible to a polynomially sparse set is in P. THEOREM 4.6. Suppose that densitys(n ) = O(q(n) ) for some polynomial q(.), and suppose that set A is logspace self-reducible and L <_co~junctiv~_tt-reduclble to S. Then A C DTISP[p(n), densitYs(P(n)) . logn] for some polynomial p(.). THEOREM 4.7. Suppose that densitys(n ) = O(q(n)) for some polynomial q(.), and suppose that set A is 1ogspace self-reducibie and <r1_tt-reducible to S. Then, for some polynomial p(.), A C DTISP[p(n), densitys(p(n)), log n].
Other results can be obtained by extending the algorithm of Theorem 4.2. The crucial problem that 2-tt reductions face is that--unlike many-one reductions, 1-tt reductions, and conjunctive reductions--the coupling between our set and the sparse set is blurry. If a certain string is in our set and is 2-truthtable reduced to two strings in the sparse set via a parity-like reduction, we have no idea which of the two strings queried is the one that happens to be in the sparse set. To deal with this, we will accumulate large amounts of information about the form of the sparse set, and will dynamically compress the information during the execution of our algorithm. THEOREM 4.8. Suppose that densitys(n ) = O(q(n)) for some polynomial q(.), and suppose that A is logspace self-reducible and <~_tt-reducible to S. Then A E DTISP[p(n), (densitys(p(n))) 2. log n], for some polynomial p(.). THEOREM 4.9. Let k be any positive integer. Suppose that, for some polynomial q(.), densitys(n) = O(q(n) ), and suppose that L is logspaee self-reducible <L and -eisj~n~tiw k-tt -reduclble to S. Then, for some polynomial p(.), L E DTISP[p(n), (densitys(p(n))) ~. log n].
The proofs of Theorems 4.8 and 4.9 will be given, respectively, in Sections 4.3 and 4.4. It remains an open question whether the result of Theorem 4.8 applies to k-tt reductions, k _> 3. We first note the following corollary to the theorems. 8 . Let M be an s-restricted machine witnessing the self-reducibility of A and let (g,e) be a <L_tt-reduction of A to S. Throughout this proof, let x denote an input of length n to M. Without loss of generality, we assume that g(x) generates exactIy two strings, and that the first query string generated by g(x) is lexicographically less than the second one. Let r(.) be a monotonically increasing polynomial that upper bounds the run time of g. Note that all query strings generated by g on x are of length at most r(n).
As in the previous theorems, we first define some necessary notions and notations. Let Wx = {w I Iwl = logn and sub(x,w) is lexicographically less than or equal to x}. For any w E Wx and any integer j E {1,2}, we denote by Qx(w,j) the j-th query string generated by g (sub(x,w) ). Vie extend the later notation to any set C C Wx x {1,2}: Qx(C) = {Qx(w,j) I (w,j) E C}.
As in the previous theorems, one might hope to construct a set C such that 
In particular, we say that C and T are consistent with S for x if they are consistent with S at the lexicographically largest string in W.~. From the above definition, we see that given C and T consistent with S for z, it can be easily determined whether or not x E A. Thus, the goal of the present proof is to describe a deterministic machine 2( that, given x, computes in time polynomial in n and space (densitys(r(n)))2.1ogn a set C C_ W~ x {1, 2} and a set T C_ W~ that are consistent with S for x.
Although in general we cannot compute 5 =ll S-<r(n)II, we assume, in order to simplify our arguments, that 5 is given. After giving the precise description of N mentioned above, we will argue that a minor modification of the given N suffices to establish the claim of the theorem.
Before describing how the machine N operates, we first give an intuitive explanation of the strategy of this proof, which motivates the above definition. As in the previous theorems, N on x performs an inductive checking procedure, moving from 0 l~ towards the lexicographically largest string in W~, in order to find, for each w E W~, whether or not sub(x, w) E A~ and it simultaneously maintains the consistency of C and T, starting with C = (~ and T = ~, for the sake of inductive checks later. To simplify our explanation, let us pretend, for a short while, that C remains the empty set. N basically gives priority to using T (rather than C) to decide whether each sub(x, w) is in A. Hence, after Hemaspaandra , g(sub(x, w) )} is in R~(T) (this would contradict the inductive assumption on the consistency of C and T with S on strings checked so far). Hence. following the definition of consistency, N will use (g, e) relative to Q~(C) ~o decide whether sub(x, w) E A when it needs to do this for inductive checks later. Since we are assuming C = 0.
we see in this case that sub(x, w) ~ A iff t~.~ ~ B ~ iff (g, e) accepr, s sub(x, w) relative to Q~(C). (IfC # 0. then we did no~ change the set C in a suitable way, and tg, e) may not work correctly on sub(z, w) for the later inductive checks.
In this case. the se~ C will be maintained so as ~o satisfy the condit-ions of consistency, but we will discuss later (in particular in Lemma 4.13) the details of how to maintain this set.) In both cases, we see that N correctly maintains consistency of C and T. Nonetheless. this construction of T will use more work space ~ han we m~ght hope, because at some point, the number of strings in T will exceed our desired space bound. Thus. we require our machine, a~ such points, to perform a table compression procedure by which we can find a smaller se~ T' C T and a se~ D C W~ • {1, 2} that are still consistent with S a~ the last checked string in W~; in other words, as soon as ~ T I[ reaches our desired space bound, we use the set. C much more aggressively. We will design the table compression procedure based on the following ~wo laminas.
The first lamina gives us the key idea of our table compression procedure: whenever we place a string v E W~ into T as above, a~ least one of the query strings generated in g(sub(x, v)) mus~ be in S.
LEMMA 4.11. Let T C W~ be such that for all v with (t .. .. g(sub(a,v) 
)} E R~(T), sub(z, v) E A iKt~,~ E B~. Then, for all v E T, at 1east one of the query strings' generated in g(sub(x, v) ) must be in S.
PaOOF OF LEMMa 4.11. For any v E T, let g(sub(x,v)) = Yz~:Y2. tf sub(x, v) E A, then from the above condition on T, it follows that tx,v C t3 o and tx,v(;~s(Yl), ;~s(Y2)) (=e (sub(x, v) , ;~s(Yl), )~s(Y2))) must be true. Hence we see that Xs(yl) is true or Xs(Y2) is true, since tx,v(false,false) = false. Similarly, if sub(x, v) ~ A, then we see that at least one of Yl and Y2 is in S.
: []
The above lemma tells us that there exists a string in S amon6 r,:ne query strings generated in 9(sub(x,v) ) for all v ~ T, but it does not tell us how to comput complexity 4 (1994)
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find such a string. The second lemma below guarantees that we can find such a string whenever the number of strings in T exceeds a threshold value. Note that we will require our machine to construct the sets C and T so that they are minimal in the sense that for any proper subset D of C, Q~(D) r Q~(C), and for any proper subset U of T, R~(U) r R~(T). Thus, if N knows that a string v C VV~ must be placed in T but (G,~,g(sub(x,v) )} is already in R~(T), then N will not add v to T (N will work on C similarly).
LEMMA 4.12. Suppose that C and T are consistent with S at some string w E W~, and that they are minimal in the above sense. For any function a in
132, we define T (~) to be the set of all v E T such that tx,~ is a; in addition, for any string y, we define T (~) to be the set of all v ~ T (~) such that y appears in g(s b(x, v)). Then, if there exist an in and a string y such that II T(d) II> o,
the string y is in S. In addition, whenever [[ T H > 16.02, there exist an ~ in B2 and a string y such that II T(~) II > 0.
PROOF OF LEMMA 4.12. To see the first observation above, let a string g and an c~ E B2 satisfy the assumption. Also, recall that we are assuming, for the sake of simplicity, that for all arguments, g generates its query strings in lexicographicM order; hence we may regard a sequence of query strings generated by 9 as a set of the query strings. Combining these assumptions with the minimality of T, we see that there exist more than 5 query strings that for some v E T(~) are generated in g (sub(x, v) ) and are different from y. From this, we can also see that the string y above must be in S-~(~): if not, then for all v C T (~), the query strings in g(sub(x, v)) other than y must be in S-~(~); however, we have more than 0 such strings~ and this contradicts the cardinality of the set S -~(~).
The second observation is seen as follows. First, we have that for some E N2, tl T(~) II > 62, and second, the existence of a string y such that II T(~)i[> 5. This is seen as follows: Let S -~(~) ={sl, s2,..., s~}. It follows from Lemma 4.11 that all v E T (~) must be in some T(~). Hence, for some si, we have that ][ T~(~) 1] > 02/0 = 5.
[] Notice that the above lemma not only shows the existence of the string y above but also suggests a procedure that efficiently computes the string from T. Returning to the explanation of the table compression procedure, we will require N to operate as follows: whenever N finds that tl T t[ > 16.02, it first finds an c~ E I32 and a string y satisfying the condition of Lemma 4.12. Note that y is in S so N will add to C a pair (v, d) representing y and, simultaneously, it will delete from T all strings u such that g (sub(x, u) ) generates y.
However. a simple application of the above procedure may violate the consistency of C and T. For example, letting D and U be the tables obtained after the above procedure, it may come to pass that there is a string u E W~ such that (t~. ~,g(sub(x,u) )} ~ R~(U), and subtz, u) E A. but it, e) does not. accept sub(x, u) relative to Qx(D). Hence, when we want to perform the table compression procedure as above, we need to adjust the new tables D and U in order to keep t heir consistency, which involves the issue of how to maintain consistency on C or, at the very least, we must check whether D at~d U are still consistent with S at w, the string in W~ currently being checked. This will be done in the following manner. First N checks whether, for all u E ~14 lexicographically smaller than or equal to w such that (t~ ,, g(sub(x, u))} r Rx(U), sub(x, u) E A iff (g, e) accepts sub(x, z) relative to Q~(D). (Note that for all such u the check can be done by using C and T. and for w itself we may keep and use our information about whether sub(x, w) E A, which was obtained by the above simulat ion of M.) If N finds that this holds for all such u, then it simpIy replaces C and T with D and U respectively. Otherwise, N performs the following: for all u that do not satisfy the above condition, N adds ~o D a pair representing a query string in g (sub(x, u) ) that is not in Q~(D). N can find such a pair and can know that adding the pair does not violate the condition (a) of the definition of consistency (i.e.. the query string represented by the pair is in S). This is seen by the following ]emma. LEMMA 4.13. Let C and D be subsets ofWx • {1,2} and let T and U be subsets of W~. Assume that C and T are consistent with S at w, C C_ D; Qz (D) g S, U C T, and; for some string u E W~ lexicographicaliy less than or equal to w such ~hat (tr ~ R~(U), it does not hold t,hat sub(x, u) E A iff (g, e) accepts sub(x, u) relative to Q~(D). Then we have:
1. one of the query strings in 9(sub(x, u) ) is in Q~(D) but the other is not in Q~(D), and 2. the query string not in Qx(D) is in S.
PROOF OF LEMMA 4.13. If we had that both query strings in 9(sub(x, u)) are in Qx(D), then we see, from the assumption of Qx(D) c_ S, that (g, e) relative to Qx(D) works correctly on sub(x, u). This contradicts one of the assumptions of this Iemma. Similarly, if we assume both of the two query strings are not in Qx(D), then from the assumption of C _C D, we see that on sub(s,u), (9, e ) relative to Qx(D) gives us the same outcome as (g, e) relative to Qx(C). Since C works correctly for (9, e) on sub(x, u), this again contradicts one of the comput complexity 4 (1994)
Space efficient recognition 285 assumptions of this lemma. Thus we have (1) above. Then, if the query string not in Q~(D) were not in S, we would have that (g, e) relative to S does not work correctly on sub(x, u). Thus we have (2).
[] N will repeat the above adjustment procedure until D and U obtain consistency, and after that N will replace C and T with D and U respectively.
Notice that the above procedure can be repeated at most 0(5) times, due to the cardinality of the set S -<~(~) (recall that r(.) is a polynomial bounding the !ength of each query string generated by g). This consideration will affect the estimation of the run time of the machine N. We now give the precise description of N. Given x (and 5), the machine operates as follows:
0. Let wl, w2, ..., w~ be the lexicographical enumeration of strings in Wx.
i. N sets C and T to the empty set.
2. For each w~ (i = i, 2,..., m), N performs the following:
Let g(sub(z, wi)) = Yl~Y2.
(a) N simulates M on input sub(x,w~). When M asks a query string sub(x, wj) for some j < i, N determines the oracle answer ans to this query, as follows:
(al) If (tx,~j, g(sub(x, wy))} e R~(T), N sets ans to "yes" if t,,~j is in/3 ~ and sets ans to "no" otherwise. (a2) Otherwise, N simulates (g, e) on sub(x, wj) relative to Q~(C).
Then, ans is set to "yes" if and only if (g, e) accepts sub (x, wj) in this simulation.
According to the oracle answer determined as above, N continues the simulation of M. N obtains the final outcome R of this simulation; where R is either ACCEPT, which means M accepts sub(x, wi) in the above simulation, or REJECT, which means M rejects sub(x, 'w~). (sub(x,u) ) generates Q, (v,j) . When N does not perform this procedure, it simply sets D to C.
(d) (Adjusting the tables D and U) (dl) N first checks whether D and U are consistent with S at w{.
As mentioned previously, this check can be done using the sets C, T, and R obtained in (a). If it succeeds in this icheck, then it simply sets C and T to D and U, respectively, and ends this adjustment procedure. Otherwise, N performs (d2) below.
(d2) For each u C W~. lexicographically less than or equal to mi that violates the consistency of D and U, N adds to D a pair (u, It) such that Q~(u, k) is not in Q~(D). After this, N goes on to the check in (dl) once again.
Let C~,i and T~,i denote, respectively, the sets of pairs in Wx • {1,2} and strings in Wx obtained after executing the ~'for loop" (2) above for the string wi. We inductively see that C~,i and Tx,i are consistent with S at wi, so the machine N computes sets C and T that are consistent with S for x.
Up to now, we have assumed that 6 = densitYs(r(n)) is given. We must now eliminate this assumption, since we cannot compute g in general, as mentioned previously. Instead of computing 6, we run N above for each d[ --1, 2, 3,... starting with d= 1 and proceeding toward ~ = densi~ys(r(n)) ~ As we have seen so far, N works correctly for f = densitys(r(n)). However, it may not work well for some smaller value--indeed, it might not even halt. Trouble for smaller values may occur in (2c) and (2d) of the above description of N, but no trouble happens in (2a) and (2b), because these processes are essentially independent of 5's value. In order to avoid trouble, N keeps a close watch on whether it can perform the desired tasks in (2c) and (2d) during each period of those executions. The conditions that N watches are as follows:
(i) At each point when N performs the table compression procedure, /t checks whether it can find an c~ C B~ and a (v,j) E U x {1,2} satisfying the conditions mentioned in (2c) above. If it fails this check, then it knows the current a is wrong. Note that this case may happen, for example, when the current 5 is far smaller than densitys(r(n)).
(ii) Whenever N adds an element to D (in (2c) and (2d)), it checks whether " e II D I[ <-5. If it fails this check, then it knows that ~h current 6 is wrong. Note that I] D [1 > 6 may happen for some 6 < denSitys(r(n)), comput complexity 4 (1994) Space efficient recognition 287 because for such 5, Lemma 4.12 and Lemma 4.13 do not guarantee that each element added to D represents a string in S.
(iii) Whenever N adds a pair (u, k) to D in (2d2), it checks whether sub(x, u) is in A iff (g, e) accepts sub(z, u) relative to Qx(D u {(u, k)}). If it fails this check, then it knows the current 5 is wrong. This may happen for some 5 < densitYs(r(n)), because, at some point that N executes (2d2), D might, already include a pair that represents a string not in S.
After N finds that the current 5 is wrong, it immediately quits the computation for that 5 and restarts its computation from (1) after incrementing 5. It is easy to modify the description of N along this line. Hereafter we mean by N the modified machine. It remains to be shown that N on z operates both in time polynomial in n and in space O((densitys(r(n)))2.1og n). First, we estimate the space bound. It is easy to see that (a) and (b) can "be done in space (9(log n), except for storing the sets C and T. The procedure in (c) can be done in space O(m 9 logn) where m = II C II + I1 D II + 1t T II + II U !I. Since m = 0(5 z) and N works correctly for 5 = densitys(r(n)), the procedure (c) can be done in space O((densitYs(r(n))) 2. logn). We easily see that the procedure (d) meets the same space bound as (c). It is not hard to see that (a) and (b) can be performed in time polynomial in n (recall that we are assuming that 5 _< densitys(r(n)) is bounded above by a polynomial). As mentioned previously, the number of iterations of (dl) and (d2) is 0(5), and we see that each iteration can be done in time polynomial in n. Thus, the procedure (d) can be performed in total time polynomial in n. Since densitys(r(n)) is bounded above by a polynomial of n by our assumption and N repeats the whole computations at most densitys(r(n)) times, we finally see that N operates in time polynomial in n. We say that a set C _C W~ g(sub(x, w) ). One might expect that. as in the previous theorems. we would gradually construct a subset (like Q~(C) in the last t)roof~ of S by using an inductive checking method. However. i~ seems impossible (or, if it were possible, at least difficult to perform) for the present theorem. Instead.
we will add an element (v, [k]) to C whenever we find that sub(x, v) E A (this operation is similar to that on T in the last proof), and at eoints when the number of elements in C exceeds a threshold value, we will find from C a (u, J)
such that ]l J 1< k and Q~(u, J) contains an element of S and is a subset of the set of query strings represented by each of some bunch of/at least ~wo) elements in C. We will delete those elements from C and instead add This idea shaped our definition of consistency. Now, the goal of the present proof is to describe a determinist k machine N that, given x, operates in both space O( (densitYs(r(n)))k.log n) and polynomial time. and computes a set C c_ W~ x (2[ k] 0) that is consistent with S for z. Once this is done, it is easy to see that A is recognizable in the same time--space bound.
.As in the last proof, we assume that ~ = densitYs(r(n)) is given. After giving the precise description of N. we will argue that a minor modifica,tion of the description suffices to establish the claim of the theorem. Intuitively, the machine N operates in the following manner. Given x, as in Theorem 4.2. the machine sequentially checks whether sub(x,w) E A for all w E W~. mowng from 0 l~ towards the lexicographically larges~ string in W~. by simulating the s-restricted machine M and the reduction 9, and the machine simultaneously constructs a set C C_ W~ x (2N -~) such that for all w checked so far. sub(x, w) C A iff for some (v, I) E C. Q,(v, I) c g (sub(x, w) ). This construction is done. basically, by keeping all pairs (w, [k]) in C whenever N finds that sub(x,w) E A and Q~(w, [k] ) has no; been placed in Q~(C) yet.
However, this simple construction will use more work space than we might hope, because at some point the number of elements in the set C will exceed our desired space bound. Thus. we require our machine, at such points, to perform a procedure, called a table-compression procedure, by which we can find a smaller set D still satisfying the requirement that for all w checked so far, sub(x, w) C A ifffor some (v, I) C D we have that Qx(v. I~ ~ g (sub(x, w) ).
The existence of such a procedure is guaranteed by the iemma below. In this comput complexity 4 (1994)
Space efficient recognition 289 iemma, we will use the notation 0 for any subset of Q~(C) and will use Q for any Q~(w, I).
LEMMA 4.14. Suppose that, for some j with 2 <_ j <_ s 0 C_ 2 z-<'(") satisfies:
(1) II 0 I1> and The second observation is seen as follows. First we can find a string Yl in E -<r(~) such that II 0{yl} II > 6J-1. (If not, R = 0 satisfies the conditions (a), (b), and (c) above, and then from the first observation, we have the contradiction that 0AS ---r(~) r 0.) Next, we will have one of the following two cases for Q{y~}: In Case 1, we set R to {y,}. In Case 2, we again consider the same cases as above for 0{y~,~=}. Repeating this process, we eventually find an R satisfying the above conditions, since for all Q C Q, II 0o 11 = 1 < 6 ~ [] Note that the above lemma not only shows the existence of the set R above, but also suggests a procedure that efficiently computes the set/~ from a given (~. Let us return to the explanation of the table compression procedure, which will operate as follows. Given a set C _C W~ • (2 b] -0), let C(j), for 2 < j _< k, Let Cx# denote the set of pairs in W~ • (2 N -{?) obtained after executing the "for loop" (2) above for wi. Then we inductively see, by using Lemma 4.14, that for every i, 1 < i < m, and for every u E W, that is lexicographically less than or equal to w~, sub(x, u) C A if and only if for some (w, I) E C~,i, Qx(w, I) is included in g(sub(x, u) ).
Up to now: we have assumed that 5 = densitys(r(n)) is given. We must eliminate this assumption, since in general we cannot compute 5. Instead of computing 5 precisely, we run N above for 5 = 1,2,3, ... starting with 5 = 1 and proceeding toward 5 = densitys(r(n)). As we have shown so far, if 5 = densitys(r(n)) , then the machine N works correctly. However, it may not work well for some smaller value. Trouble for such smaller values may occur in (2c) above, but since (2a) and (2b) are independent of 5's value no trouble happens during the execution of those processes. To avoid trouble, we modify N so that it keeps a close watch on whether it can perform the desired tasks in (2c). The conditions that N watches are as follows:
(i) N checks whether D is not empty after it performs (c2) above. If it fails this check, then it knows that the current 5 is wrong. This case may happen because Lemma 4.14 may not hold for 5 < densitys(r(n)).
(ii) N checks whether II C(1) II -< ~ after it performs (c3) above for j = 2. If it fails this check, then it knows the current 5 is wrong. This case also may happen, since a pair in C(1) may represent a string not in S when 5 < densitys(r(n)).
(iii) After N performs (c3), it checks whether C keeps its consistency with S for the strings in W~ checked so far. This can be done by keeping the old table and the outcome of the simulation in (a). If N fails this check, then it knows the current 5 is wrong. This case may happen since a pair represents a set of strings not in S.
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Hemaspaandra, Ogihara & Toda comput complexity 4 (1994) Whenever N finds that the current 6 is wrong, it immediately quits the computation for that 6 and restarts its computation from (0) after incrementing6 It is easy to modify the above description of N along this line. Hereafter, we mean by N the modified machine.
It remains to be shown that the machine N operates in both polynomial time and space 49 ((density s (r(rj)) k. log r~). First, we consider the space bound.
It is easy to see that (a) and (b) above can be done in space O(logr~), except for storing the set C. The table compression procedure can be done in space O(a k. log r~). And 0(6 ~ log r~) work space is enough to store the set C, because N performs the procedure whenever, for any j, 1 <_ j <_ k, C(j) has 6 j + 1 elements, so that the number of pairs in the set C is at most k. (6~ + 1) during the execution of N. Since N works correctly when a = derz6'itys(r(rz)), the space bound is O((densitZfs(r(ni)) ~. logn). It is not hard to see tha.t each execution of the "for loop" (2) can be done in time polynomial in ~ (recall that we are assuming that densitys(r(n)) is bounded above by a pol0 nomm~ of n)
Thus, in total, N operates in time polynomial in n.
[]
Conclusions and Open Problems
We proved that if a set A is logspace self-reducible and logspace Turing reducible to some set S, then A is in DSPACE[densitys(p(n)) 9 logv] for some polynomial p(.). From this, we concluded that if NL, NC k, LOG(DCFL), LOG(CFL), or P have sufficiently sparse logspace,hard sets, then implausible class inclusions foilow that would imply the sub0ptima!ity of many fundamental results. Furthermore, we showed that sparse self-reducible Sets have both nondeterministic and deterministic time-space efficient algorithms. It follows that if any of the classes above has poiylog-sparse logspace-hard sets, then it is contained in SC. As mentioned in Section 4.2, it remains open whether the result in Theorem 4.3 applies to k-tt reductions, k _> 3. The major open question that remains is whether one can obtain related results for the case of polynomially sparse sets or, failing that, for tally sets.
